
ADD SOME RE-BOOST
BY GRAZETTE

I prefer living in colour

A luscious treatment that gives care, shine and 
colour at the same time! Toning colour treatment
with advanced pigment technology & rich in 
vegetable protein.

Do you want to enhance your hair colour, get 
more shine, get rid of unwanted hair tones or 
make an upgrade with a trendy pastel shade? 
Your choice! How brave do you feel today?



Mixing colours

Base colours

Pastel colours

Choose a shade or mix your own! Have fun! 
Remember to always start with the brightest colour
when you mix your own shade.
The colour treatment has a warm, fruity and floral
fragrance with hints of wood, amber and musk.



The result lasts up to 4-10 washes depending on 
hair quality and colour shade.

STEP 1  
Wash the hair and 
toweldry it carefully.

STEP 2  
Use suitable gloves
when applying.

STEP 3  
Allow the colour to develop
5-20 minutes depending on 
desired effect.

STEP 4  
Rinse well and finish off 
using a conditioner.

STEP 5  
Style your hair
and enjoy your
new colour and 
shine!



RE-BOOST YOUR HAIR

Anthracite - Suitable for a dark hair. Gives a 
colder tone or neutralise a hair that goes in 
coppery tones. Gives shine.

Clear - A treatment that gives extra shine to all 
hair and hair colours. It can also be mixed 
together with all other colours in the assortment
to create new pastel colours or brighter tones. 

Black - Moisturises and gives extra shine, 
suitable for darker hair. It can also be mixed 
together with all the other colours in the 
assortment to create new duller shades.

Gold - Suitable for bright hair that wants a warmer tone
and porous hair in need of that extra shine, which they
will get through the golden pigments in the product.

Ash - Suitable for bright hair with warm tones made
by the sun or with unwanted yellow tones. Ash 
reduces yellow tones and creates a cold and cool 
tone with shine.

Vanilla - Suitable for a light blonde hair that wants a 
cool, sandy tone. Gives tired hair a sophisticated
and shiny feel.

Blonde - Suitable for a light blonde hair that wants
a warm, luxurious blonde tone. Gives tired hair a 
lovely shine.

Chocolate - Suitable for medium blonde hair that
would like to get a warm chocolate brown tone. 
Works well for porous and tired hair that would like 
to get more life and shine.

Espresso - Works best in darker hair. Espresso is 
the darkest and coldest brown tone in the assortment. 
Gives the hair a cool, brown tone with a lot of shine.

Results may vary depending on the colour and the starting point of the hair.



Lilac - Suitable on very blonde hair that would
like to have a pastel, cold and light lilac tone
with a lot of shine. Can also be used to get rid 
of yellow tones and the result will be a cool 
blond tone instead.

Rose Gold - Suitable for very blond hair that
wants a playful tone in rose gold. Gives a 
warm and shiny result.

Pink - Suitable for very blonde hair that wants
a playful, pink, pastel tone. The pink tone is 
cold with a lot of shine.

Mahogany - Suitable för light brown hair to 
create a beautiful, warm brown red tone with
a lot of shine.

Copper - Suitable for those who wants to enhance
or keep their coppery tone. Can also be used on 
bright hair to create a nice contrast and shine.

Violet - Suitable for those who would like a 
strong violet tone on their blonde to medium 
blonde hair. Can also be used as a strong 
contrast colour for highlights on a bright hair. 
Dark hair will get a coolish shade of violet.

Red - Suitable for those who wants to enhance
or keep their red tone. Can also be used on a 
bright hair to get a nice contrast or on a darker
hair to get a mat red shade and at the same 
time a lovely shine.

RE-BOOST YOUR HAIR

Results may vary depending on the colour and the starting point of the hair.



RE-NEW yourself
RE-CHARGE yourself

RE-VIVE yourself
RE-FRESH yourself
RE-BOOST yourself

#reboost
#grazette
#addsomecolour


